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ABSTRACT
A prototype system for automatic in-line flaw detection in
industrial woven fabrics is presented. Where state of the
art systems operate on low-resolved (≈ 200 ppi) image
data, we describe here the process flow to segment single
yarns in high-resolved (≈ 1000 ppi) textile images. This
work is partitioned into two parts: First, mechanics, machine
integration, vibration cancelling and illumination scenarios
are discussed based on the integration into a real loom.
Subsequently, the software framework for high precision
fabric defect detection is presented. The system is evaluated
on a database of 54 industrial fabric images, achieving a
detection rate of 100% with minimal false alarm rate and
very high defect segmentation quality.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The quality and thus the price of industrial produced fabric
depends to a great extent on the amount of defects within the
material. Defects appear in various forms, beginning with color
or thickness inconsistencies, slubs, broken ends, binding irreg-
ularities, missing or double wefts such as loops or hairiness of
the yarn. Due to the significance of fabric products for either
apparel or industrial applications, the challenge to automate
fabric quality control is an important topic for research around
the globe. In the recent past, a multitude of algorithms has
been proposed to automatically detect fabric flaws, three survey
papers summarize these results: In 2008, Kumar et. al. [1]
reviewed 162 publications for fabric inspection, Mahajan et
al. [2] followed one year later with their survey, covering 122
topic related publications. In 2011, Ngang et al. [3] published
the most up-to-date fabric inspection survey with 139 cited
papers, the majority of their citations is published after the
year 2001. A competitive benchmarking of the proposed
methods is hard and mostly infeasible. This is due to the lack
of standardized databases, the usage of different validation
metrics and most importantly the withholding of important
information like process speed or image resolution. Most of
the proposed methods are designed to work with image data
at spatial resolutions of up to 200 ppi or below. Single yarns

are not discriminable at these resolutions-the task of automatic
flaw detection turns into a texture analysis problem.
This work presents a prototype system for in-process fabric
fault detection, based on image processing algorithms designed
to operate on image data of up to 1000 ppi. Since on loom
defect detection requires both, a robust mechanical construc-
tion of the acquisition system and efficient image processing
algorithms, half of this paper discusses the construction and
mechanics of the proposed system based on a Picanol Ieper
loom. The second part is dedicated to the software framework.
To our knowledge, the spatial resolution of 1000 ppi is the
highest used in a on-loom system till now, allowing a detailed
measurement of single yarns and an exact localization of
potential defects. The degree of precision will form the basis
for a future signal feedback system, aiming for on-line control
of the weaving process. Even though flaw detection literature
is manifold, few publications actually discuss both, the entire
AVI framework including mechanical construction, controlling,
illumination and the algorithmic part: Mak et al. [4] present
a system based on Gabor filtering with little details given
about the mechanical part. In [5], a system based on neural
networks is presented, again very little detail is spent on
mechanics, illumination or controlling. Sari-Sarraf [6] touches
the problem of vibration free image acquisition and evaluation
and Stojanovic et. al. gives a detailed description of a complete
AVI system [7].

This work is structured in two main parts: The first section
covers the mechanical construction of the system while
the subsequent image processing section describes how to
measure single yarns within the image data. The software
framework is evaluated using a database of industrial fabric
images.

II. MECHANICAL INTEGRATION

The general concept for the integration of a machine vision
system features a machine-mounted camera that traverses
across the woven fabric. Implementation is close to the weft
insertion components of the weaving machine, which is as
close to the formation of the woven fabric as possible. The
traversing device is designed to reduce impact of machine
vibrations on the camera mount in order to minimize motion
blur. As a test rig for vibration measurement, a simple frame



with a camera dummy was set up on a Gamma 8R rapier
weaving machine from Picanol NV, Ieper, Belgium. The frame
basically consists of three components:

• two supports attached to the parallel cross beams of the
weaving machine,

• two parallel cross beams attached to the supports spanning
the machine width,

• one vibration-reducing camera mount with a camera
dummy attached to the crossbars.

The camera mount consists of a base plate that carries two
rods. A camera dummy is connected to these rods with linear
bearings. Coil springs center the camera dummy on these rods
and allow a certain degree of movement, Fig 2.

A. Camera Mount

1) Vibration measurement: Frequencies present in the
weaving machine are measured using four Kistler K-Shear
accelerometers from Kistler Instrumente AG, Winterthur,
Switzerland.

Four different machine speeds were tested, ranging from
250 rpm up to 400 rpm. Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT)
diagrams of the data are created to find the dominant fre-
quencies present. Measurements revealed three major peaks in
horizontal direction (direction of production) for each machine
speed. The first major FFT peak equals the machine speed
(except for 250 rpm), the second major peak matches twice
the machine speed, and the third major peak matches triple
the machine speed, Fig.3.

2) Design of a vibration absorber: Since the vibrations
in the camera mount should be minimal, the system concept
provides an absorber block designed to cancel vibration trans-
ferred to the mount. Fig. 1 shows the result of adding a damped
and an undamped absorber to a system.

Fig. 1. Vibration system with and without a vibration absorber according to
[8].

The graph with one large peak (dotted line) represents the
system without a vibration absorber. Without damping and the
addition of a vibration absorber, two large peaks occur (small-
dashed graph). When small damping is added to the system,
the peaks of the system decrease as shown in the large-dashed
graph. Optimally, the system will barely have any change in
amplitude of vibration as the frequency changes, as shown

in the solid graph. A vibration absorber was added to the
camera mount in order to decrease the frequency response of
the camera during operation at the higher machine speeds. The
theoretical model and the CAD design of the camera mount
with vibration absorber are shown in Fig.2.

Fig. 2. Vibration absorber. Left: theoretical model. Right: CAD design with
1) Base plate 2) Absorber mass 3) Camera dummy 4) Linear bearings 5) Rod
with coil springs.

From the theoretical model shown in Fig.2, the equations
of motion of the system are found to be[
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where x and y are displacements, ẍ is acceleration and k1
through k3 are spring constants. Index c refers to the camera
and index a refers to the absorber. Assuming a harmonic
solution, the Z Matrix [9] is found to be
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By multiplying through and solving for xc, a relation
between xc and y is found. Since a value of 0 is desired for
xc the numerator is set to zero. Solving for the frequency, a
relationship between the absorber mass and spring constants
is found to be
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With this relation, the theoretical frequency can be found
at which the camera does not move. Various sets of absorber
masses and spring constants were tested and applied to the
expression for the camera dummy movement xc

xc =
2(−ω2mak3 + 2k1k3 + 2k2k3 + 2k1k2)

(−ω2mc + 2k2 + 2k3)(−ω2ma + 2k1 + 2k2)− 4k22
(5)

to see for which frequency ranges the response would be
smaller than one. After several empirical trials, absorber mass
and spring constants were selected. This results in a system re-
sponse that minimizes frequency response from approximately
5.33Hz (≈ 320 rpm) to 8.3Hz (≈ 500 rpm) and beyond 10.5
Hz (≈ 630 rpm). Since the project aims for high-end weaving
machines at maximum machine speed of 800 to 1000 rpm,
these ranges are acceptable.



3) Verification: Verification measurements are carried out
on the same weaving machine at the same speeds and with the
same accelerometers.

With the data collected from the accelerometers FFTs were
produced which compare the prior and the improved system.
Fig.3 shows the base plate and camera dummy FFTs. As
the figure shows, the prior system shows higher peaks in
the camera dummy, while the absorber system shows a 50%
decrease in the highest peak.

Fig. 3. FFT diagrams of different weaving machine vibration measurements
at 400 rpm. a) Prior system: cross beam. b) Prior system: camera dummy. c)
Improved system: cross beam d) Improved system: camera dummy.

B. Illumination

Illumination is a decisive factor for the effectiveness of
the entire system. Within the project, a trade-off between
brightness, durability, and costs is considered. For highest
image quality, brightness should be as high as possible in order
to keep the camera shutter speed fast and the f-number high.
On the other hand, the illumination needs to be economically
feasible. LED arrays provide excellent illumination characteris-
tics while they are still quite expensive. Therefore, a traversing
solution on the basis of LED arrays is pursued.

Different illumination techniques are investigated in a first
step in order to evaluate their feasibility for different fabric
types. The techniques investigated comprise back and front
light illumination as well as dark field illumination. The
considered fabrics are provided by a variety of industrial
cooperation partners. The fabrics cover filament and staple
fiber fabrics in combination with plain satin and twill weaves.
As a conclusion from these samples, back light illumination
seems to be the most feasible technique since the textile
structures are resolved best. Figure 4 shows the results for
dark field and back light.

For machine integration, the back light illumination tech-
nique is pursued. This decision implies that the light source
has to be placed in the back of the first piece of fabric
produced. The margin for construction in weaving machines is
quite limited. The space available below the fabric is limited
by a semicircular cross-section of approximately 55 mm in
diameter. Hence, a custom solution has to be developed.

Since a static LED array over the whole machine width
does not appear economically feasible, a solution on the basis

Fig. 4. Fabric images taken with dark field illumination (left) and back light
(right).

of a traversing LED array is pursued. A CAD model of this
traversing system is shown in Fig 5.

Fig. 5. CAD model of the traversing illumination system. 1) Motor mount
2) Electric motor 3) Timing belt 4) Shock absorbers 5) Linear guide rail 6)
Rail support 7) LED light 8) Adapter for mounting the LED array onto the
carriage 9) Energy chain 10) Support for energy chain 11) Bearing of timing
belt wheel

Here, the LED box is mounted onto an adapter structure
which is connected to a timing belt. The timing belt is
connected to an electric motor which enables the LED array
to traverse perpendicularly to the direction of production.
Signals and power supply a provided through a flexible energy
chain. Self-lubricating linear guide rails support the system
LED carriage in vertical direction and facilitate horizontal
movements of the LED carriage.

III. IMAGE PROCESSING

The subsequent section outlines the image processing
framework for high definition defect detection. Let us first
clarify some textile specific terms. Wefts and warps denote
horizontally and vertically running yarns, respectively. A
weave is a binding rule that denotes how wefts and warps
intersect. Several kinds of bindings are distinguished; the most
common ones are the twill, the plain and the satin weave.
This paper is limited to these three bindings. Additionally, the
term node point is used as common description for warp-weft
intersections within the textile where warps lie above wefts.



A. Process Flow Overview

The image processing chain is structured into an off-line
calibration phase and an on-line detection phase. Each phase
is split into four algorithmic units. The acquisition and prepro-
cessing unit applies classic algorithms to lower illumination
irregularities and enhance contrast within the signal. The
second unit robustly detects node points in the fabric. Detected
node points are dynamically rearranged and sorted in order
to associate each note point to a yarn. Stacked in a compact
matrix representation, the information is used to reliably locate
and track all yarns in the image. The final unit invokes Gabor
wavelets and an active contour model to find yarn contours.
Shape features are finally extracted and thresholded to detect
defects.

B. Node Point Detection

The node point detection is based on a template matching
approach. In the calibration phase, the user is asked to select
a reference binding within a defect free image: The selection
is cropped, rectified and its mean value is removed before it
is used as template for the subsequent correlation step. The
template and a possibly defective fabric image become subject
to a similarity matching using a zero mean normalized cross
correlation (ZNCC) metric. Local maxima in the resulting
similarity map correspond to node points in the fabric, they
are located using non-maxima suppression and stored in a
vector for further usage. The characteristics of the ZNCC in
combination with the preprocessing of the template and the
image make the node point detection robust to noise, blur and
illumination/intensity variations.

C. Yarn Tracking

In order to associate each node point to a specific weft
(warp), a tool for describing the neighborhood relationship
between adjacent node points is first derived: Based on all node
point coordinates, a lattice vector pair with sub-pixel accuracy
is calculated that best spans the near regular grid defined by
the found spatial node point distribution. A basic background
on lattice theory and application is given in [10].

Fig. 6. Yarn tracking. Tracking results for a polyester sample (satin weave)
showing marked node points (red)and traced yarns (green).

The lattice vector pair is calculated only once in the
calibration phase from a reference image and is henceforth
used in the detection phase to reallocate node points. At this
point, the aim is to gather a yarn matrix representation, where
each row represents a single weft and each column represents

a single warp within the image under inspection. Here, the
entries in each row (column) should contain the coordinate
tuples of all node points residing on that very weft (warp).
The task is impeded by four main factors: 1) Node points
are not regularly spread within the image, thus ruling out the
possibility of a simple coordinate transformation. 2) Some
node points may be missing or redundant, making it more
difficult to link adjacent nodes. 3) For most fabric weaves
(i.e. satin or twill weave), warps barely reside on the surface
of the material and are hence not visible. 4) Finally, defects
of any size and form must be anticipated within the signal,
what may further disturb the grid structure in a random way
by causing large gaps within it. To face these difficulties, a
locally operating, parallel algorithm has been designed, that
processes each node in a lawn-mower fashion by scything from
one node point to another, always following the directions
and distances defined by the grid vector pair. By managing
seven neighbourhood relationship matrices, using multiple seed
points (start points) and a KD-tree representation, the algorithm
is able to scythe around defective areas and reshape the node
point distribution into a yarn matrix representation as described
above. Using the yarn matrix, the trajectory of every yarn in
the image can easily be tracked by simply connecting adjacent
coordinates stored in its rows and columns respectively. The
tracking works equally well for plain, satin and twill weaves
and is subject to no restrictions. Also warps that are barely
visible on the top surface can be reliably tracked. Interpolation
for inter node point positions is done in order to get a complete
thinned yarn representation. Thinned yarns are then thickened
to a defined amount of pixels to finally give an imprecise, but
quick contour estimation, Fig.7.c.

D. Yarn Segmentation

To retrieve high precision contour information for all yarns,
the image is first filtered using Gabor wavelets with the objec-
tive to accentuate wefts (warps). Gabor filters are Gaussians,
modulated by complex sinusoid signals, enabling the user
to tune a filter to a specific direction and/or frequency. By
applying a direction of zero degrees (ninety degrees) and a fre-
quency corresponding to the inverse of the expected yarn width
within the image, wefts (warps) can be very efficiently isolated
from warps (wefts) with a single convolution operation. It
must be stated that the filter operation can not be applied
for warps when dealing with twill or satin weaves. Here, no
dominant frequency is perceivable in vertical direction since
warps mostly reside on the back surface of the fabric, limiting
the contour extraction to weft contours which is still adequate
in this case for reliable defect detection.

A modified Chan-Vese active contour model [11] with
narrow band scheme is invoked to refine yarn contours on
the Gabor filtered image. By using the earlier determined
yarn contour estimations as initialization for the model, the
number of iterations can be reduced to a minimum of 10 to 15
iterations, yet allowing a reliable segmentation performance for
non-regular areas. To allow a faster extension of the level-set
curve (what is advantageous in defective and unknown areas),



Fig. 7. Process chain for yarn segmentation (weft). a) Initial image, b)
Gabor filtered image c) Widened yarn trajectories after tracking and d) Final
segmentation.

the weight parameters of the energy function have been chosen
to favor an extent to the outside. After evaluating the final zero
level-set, high precision yarn contours for wefts (plain, satin
and twill weave) and warps (plain weave) can be extracted.
Some results are illustrated in Fig.7.d.

E. Feature Evaluation and Defect Detection

Five yarn specific shape and intensity features are pixel-
wise extracted from the yarn contour and position information:
the spacing between yarns, the yarn width, the moving gray
value mean, the moving area and the moving angle. The most
important features for defect detection are the yarn spacing
and width: most defect types cause local yarn widening (blobs,
material variances, loops) or significant alternation in spacing
between adjacent yarns (miss picks, double yarns). All five
features can be calculated in a straight forward matter by
utilizing the interpolated yarn skeleton map derived in section
III-C, which gives an excellent estimation for the middle points
of a specific yarn. From here, middle point to middle point
and middle point to contour point distances can be calculated
quickly. Again, by following the yarn skeleton, all moving
features are calculated pixel wise by averaging over the span
of a binding length (respectively height). From defect free
samples, thresholds are learned that define tolerable upper and
lower bounds for each feature. During the detection phase,
defective areas are separated from non-defective areas by
binary decision making using the calibrated thresholds.

F. Results

The proposed system has been evaluated using a database of
55 industrial fabric images of different material types (cotton
and polyester) and bindings (plain, twill and satin). For all
samples, wefts and warps are uniformly colored, respectively.
Patterned or cross-grained fabrics were not investigated. All 8
bit gray scale images were acquired using a sensor resolution
of 2456x2058 pixels and spatial resolution if approximately
1000 ppi. Thirty-five images within the database are defect
free whereas 20 images show defects of any kind: double
yarns, miss picks, local yarn thickness, moiré defects, spacing
irregularities etc. For each analysed defective image, the best
parameters and thresholds were manually set (preprocessing
parameters, filter frequencies), respectively were automati-
cally learned (decision thresholds) from corresponding non-
defective fabric samples. Parameters and thresholds were only

learned once in the calibration phase and have not been
changed afterwards. No assumptions about potential defects
were done. Fig.8 illustrates resulting detection cut outs for
various materials and defect types within the database. A
minimum overlap of 75% between a detected defect and a man-
ually generated ground truth has been assumed to evaluate a
local detection as success. Applying this scheme, the proposed
framework is able to successfully detect all defects within
the database, i.e. resulting in a success rate of 100%. The
framework performed with a mean specificity of 99% (border
regions must be ignored) whereas the defect segmentation
performed with a sensitivity of 95%. The subjective impression
is that the false alarm rate is almost zero – all as defective
marked areas actually belonged to true defects.

G. Discussion

The evaluation results are very promising and showed
excellent defect segmentation performance on the database.
However, the results have to be interpreted with some caution
because the evaluation database is rather small: only few
defective images exist for each fabric type (3 to 5), the numbers
may drop when material with totally different defects is tested.
The principle of the system causes erroneous border effects
(about 3% of the image area) that have to be ignored. The
framework cannot be applied to to all kinds of fabric. In fact,
only material with clearly visible yarns can be analysed, i.e.
the fabric must not be too thick because of the underlying
illumination and it must not be patterned or cross-grained.
Multi-colored fabrics would require multiple correlations and
processing steps. Additionally, only plain, twill and satin
weaves are supported in the current system design. Here, the
segmentation of warps is only feasible for weaves that show
an evident vertical yarn structure. Because by the fact, that
only small parts of warps are visible on the top surface when
dealing with satin or twill weaves, these weaves generally
prohibit a warp contour analysis. On the other hand, most plain
weaves allow an easy warp contour measurement. The analysis
of jacquard weaves will fail in the current framework. Future
work will focus on improvement for the yarn segmentation
part, especially the weft/warp filtering since it is the major
bottleneck of the current process chain. Further, a template
free node point detection is aspired, to allow the analysis of
multi-coloured and patterned fabrics.

IV. CONCLUSION

A system has been proposed for fully automatic, on-line
fabric defect detection. A detailed discussion on mechanical
assembly and constructions has been given. Image acquisition
and illumination techniques where covered. A software frame-
work for high resolution image processing has been outlined
and evaluated on a database of 54 industrial fabric images. The
system achieved a hit rate of 100% with zero false detections
on the database and good defect detection results. Future work
includes increasing the textile database to cover a wider variety
of defects, and to refine and extend the system where necessary
with respect to robustness and flexibility.



Fig. 8. Defect detection results: segmentation overview. a) Cotton, twill weave, thick yarn b) Cotton, plain weave, large knitting c) Polyester, satin weave,
wrong warp d) Cotton, plain weave, wound up yarn e) Cotton, plain weave, loop f) Cotton, plain weave, broken yarn g) Polyester, plain weave, blob defect
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